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ABSTRACT

 Economic sanctions have become a popular tool in influencing another countries actions 

in the last half century. While the effectiveness of sanctions is hotly debated, they still remain a 

common foreign policy measure. As such they  are seen by many as an alternative to forceful 

intervention. However, as this paper suggests, the imposition of sanctions runs the risk of greater 

repressive measures in an autocratic regime. Two possible reasons for increased repression come 

to mind. The first is the potential that deteriorating economic conditions will lead to civil 

discontent forcing the regime to act more forcefully. The second, borrowing from the 

conditionality  literature, is that sanctions give the regime an excuse for the need to exercise more 

power in light of foreign aggression. By using panel data from 1970-2000 to estimate the effect 

economic sanctions have on Political Terror, I will argue that sanctions have a negative impact 

on state repression. Thus, in many cases the imposition of sanctions achieves the opposite of the 

intended goal. Furthermore, this paper suggests that sanctions must be tailored and targeted 

according to the conditions of the targeted country in order to minimize repression. 
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Introduction

Nazi Germany, some claim (Rose. 2010; Simon & Schuster. 2010), rose to power as a result of 

harsh economic conditions. These conditions were the result of post World War I settlement that 

taxed the German economy with reparations and limited its production capacity (Dockrill & 

Fisher. 2001, 20). While, the German example does not describe a “typical” economic sanction, 

this case does demonstrate the rise of a repressive regime due to deteriorating economic 

conditions. A more recent example is that of Belarus, which has been under economic sanctions 

since the latter half of 2006. The goal as stated by the US and EU, the ‘senders’ of economic 

sanctions, was to support the democratic factions within Belarus and encourage regime change. 

But to this day these sanctions have yet to bring about such change. According to one 

assessment, it is the opposite that is happening: “imposing economic sanctions will only ensure 

that Lukashenko does become a genuine ‘Slavic Castro’, potentially lasting in power for 45 or 

more years”.1  These two cases, separated by nearly  a century, share similar results: forced 

economic hardship  leads to greater repressive regimes. Economic sanctions have been used as a 

means to promote democratic change throughout the 20th century. However, the question that 

must be asked is: do economic sanctions promote democratic change, or do they end up 

strengthening autocratic structures and promote repression in the targeted nation?   

 

Economic sanctions are viewed by  many as the harshest foreign policy tool available, short of 

engaging in violent measures such as direct or indirect armed conflict. As President Wilson 

announced after World War I, sanctions are “peaceful, silent, deadly remedy”. Sanctions were 
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viewed as an alternative tool, one that will eliminate the need for force. This is a view that has 

remained unchanged to a large extent. Since that time, sanctions have become a relatively 

common measure, being employed by western states to force rogue states into ameliorating 

policy and behavior. 

However, it is clear that altering economic conditions in a country has unintended consequences, 

or at the very least consequences that are not directly related to the set objectives. A regime faced 

with sanctions can follow one of two paths: a change of policy  /actions that brought them about, 

or defiance of them and bearing the costs. The imposition of sanctions on autocratic regimes is 

perhaps especially interesting due to the structural arrangement that allows such regimes to pass 

the costs on their population. When an autocratic regime passes the costs to its citizens, what 

could be expected is some level of civil dissent or a heightened perception of threat. The question 

investigated here is whether this leads to greater repression. If this is indeed the case a 

conclusion that could be drawn is that at least one unintended effect of sanctioning autocracies is 

repression. Taking into consideration this form of collateral damage may be influential when 

deciding what the appropriate tool to be used is. If a state is forced to examine options available 

to employ against an autocracy, knowing whether this action will increase the expenditure on 

security, increase repressive measures and inflict  human suffering in the targeted country will be 

helpful. In order to answer this question a statistical analysis using a time-series cross-sectional, 

linear and random effects model starting from 1950 to 2000 is employed.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following fashion. The next section will begin with a 

brief presentation of the literature on economic sanction, followed by a concise discussion on 
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autocratic repression. By merging these two frameworks into one, this paper proceeds into 

introducing a theoretical model which can explain why  economic sanctions lead to greater 

repression. The second part of this paper will provide a description of the model employed and 

the data that is used. The final section presents the empirical results and an interpretation of these 

results. This paper concludes by examining the policy implications derived from this analysis 

and providing a suggesting what could be the focus of future research on this subject matter. 
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Economic Sanctions and Political Repression

Economic sanctions are the application of economic pressure on target countries to induce the 

target political leadership to comply with sender countries’ demands. Sanction research largely 

focused on the question of sanction effectiveness and whether or not economic sanctions work. 

In “Economic Sanctions Reconsidered” the authors claim that in some instances sanctions are 

successful (and they  even suggest “do” and “don’ts” to enhance the chances of success). On the 

other hand Robert A. Pape claims economic sanctions do not achieve the objectives for which 

they  were put in place (Pape. 1998, 66-77). A relatively new stream of literature focus’s on the 

consequences of economic sanctions on target countries. This literature has been devoted to 

examining the negative humanitarian effects of economic coercion. The research suggests that 

economic coercion inadvertently worsens public health, economic conditions, the development 

of civil society, and education in target countries (Weiss, 1999; Lopez & Cortright, 1997; Peksen, 

2009; Brown, 2011). Marinov (2005) finds that economic sanctions destabilize political leaders, 

while Allen (2008) shows that sanctions lead to more political violence, especially in more 

democratic countries. This growing body  of literature focuses either on individual case studies 

(Cortright et al. 2001; Drury et al. 2006) or on all sanction episodes, however an investigation 

focusing on the effects of sanction on autocracies has not been conducted.   

Separating the investigation on autocracies from democracies makes sense do to their ability  to 

channel economic costs and benefits as they see fit. Acemoglu and Robinson’s (2006) work on 

“the origins of dictatorship  and democracy” suggests that the de jure power held by the regime 

allows for allocating costs and benefits in an autocracy. While the citizens in there framework 

posses de facto political power, by challenging the system and create civil unrest up to the point 
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of revolution, the regime can respond to this by repression. Complementing this line of reasoning 

is Ronald Wintrobe’s (1998) theory of the “dictator’s dilemma”. In this framework a dictator 

cannot simply  employ repression whenever the regime is threatened. This is because the use of 

repression breeds fear and a heightened reluctancy to signal displeasure by the citizenry. This 

reluctancy leads to a less informed ruler, and exacerbates the regimes own fear of the citizenry. 

To solve this dilemma dictators seek knowledge and support. To garnish this support  the regime 

redistributes to those who could potentially pose a threat to the stability  of the regime, such as 

elites and the military. These two possibilities, repression or redistribution, allow the regime to 

eliminate threats and bind potential dissenters to the autocracy’s fate. When economic conditions 

deteriorate the ‘dilemma’ is more sever and both tactics may be deployed in an effort to secure 

power. This approach assumes that an autocracy can always increase repression or redistribute 

more. However, it is fair to assume that in the real world rulers are faced with budget constraints 

that prohibit  the ability a regime has to repress and redistribute. Under the Acemoglu and 

Robinson's this would mean that repression works as a means to reduce the incumbent’s elites’ 

de facto political power. Autocracies need to balance between costs of each option, thus 

deploying one tool will in must cases decrease the use of the other.  

Infusing this comparative politics approach with the political theory of economic sanctions 

provides two possible explanations for the increased repression induced by  sanctions. The first is 

that deteriorating economic conditions lead to civil discontent “forcing” the regime to act more 

forcefully. The second, borrowing from conditionality literature, is that sanctions “give” the 

regime the excuse for the need to exercise more power in light of foreign aggression.  
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A theory  that draws a connection between deteriorating economic conditions and regime 

repression would claim that sanctions threaten the stability of target regimes. This is because 

they  increase the social upheaval and dissent, or at least increase the perceived threat of civil 

dissent. Scholars identified two possible ways sanctions may lead to this:

(i) Sanctions can impose a burden on the budget of autocracies, thus diminishing the rents 

that supporters and elites earn from the regime. This leads to dissent or enhanced fear of 

dissent. (Wood. 2008, 491-492). 

(ii)Due to the control autocratic regimes have over resources, deteriorating economic 

conditions are passed on to its citizens. This may lead to civil discontent, fortify opposition 

and grant political factions more public clout. This, again could lead to dissent or greater 

fear of dissent (Allen. 2008, 919-920; Marinov. 2005, 565-566; Peksen. 2009, 62; Wood. 

2008, 491-492).

One condition must be filled for this theory to hold up. Economic sanctions must lead to 

deteriorating economic conditions, or at least an expectation of deteriorating conditions, in the 

targeted country. While this seems straight forward, it is not clear that all sanctions lead to 

substantial economic decline. If North Korea decides to sanction China it will probably not 

disturb the Chinese economy that much, if at all. Even in cases where we would think sanctions 

severely damage an economy it is not always the case. The United States Sanction of China 

following Tiananmen Square did not lead to a substantial decline in China’s economy. Sanctions 

such as these can fail to damage the targeted country’s economy for various reasons. The targeted 

country  can find economic outlets with other countries, the sanction imposed could only be 
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superficial, and the sending country might be to weak too influence the economy of targeted 

country. While the list of reasons is endless, the bottom line is that this theory  assumes sanctions 

do have a substantial effect on the targeted economy. Thus, a second complementary theory that 

does not rely on such an assumption is necessary. 

A theory  that does not require an assumption of economic deterioration borrows from the 

conditionality  literature. Aid conditionality  requires the recipient country to obey certain rules 

and conditions in order for it to receive aid. While there are numerous criticisms of 

conditionality, only two are pertinent to this paper and theory being discussed. The first is lack of 

“ownership”, meaning that governments pursue policies that are dictated by donors without 

believing in these policies. Such policies will not be ‘sold’ to the public as good policies; instead 

they  are presented as necessary actions to obtain aid. A second criticism is that for conditionality 

to work it must ‘lock-in’ the recipient into the sought after policies and restrain the government 

form pursuing ‘unworthy’ actions. However, this ‘lock-in’ requires a credible threat that aid will 

be stopped if policies are changed, this, critics claim, is usually not the case due to the 

humanitarian repercussions of stopping the flow of aid (Collier, Guillaumont & Gunning. 1997, 

1400-1403). These two criticisms lead to the same conclusion, aid conditionality is seen as 

forced outside intervention, and will be presented as such to the public in order to promote 

unpopular policies. Similarly, one could hypothesize conditions where a regime claims it has no 

choice but to promote policies and actions due to economic sanctions (Peksen. 2009, 62-63). In 

this case economic sanctions are exploited to legitimize repression. Sanctions are seen, 

understandably, as a threat to the well-being of the targeted country. Any action taken as a result 

would be justified as necessary in the defense of the nation.  
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Each of the two theories presented above can explain why  economic sanctions on autocracies 

lead to greater repression. There are two great differences between them though. The first has 

already been stated, that the assumption of economic deterioration is needed in one but not in the 

other. A second difference is in the magnitude of expected repression. The theory that borrows 

from conditionality is linear, meaning, repression increases at  the same rate regardless of how 

autocratic the targeted county  is. The first  theory, tying repression to expected or real dissent, 

allows for different  rates of repression.  Allen claims that levels of repression are influenced by 

the political structure of the state (Allen. 2008, 922). A strong stable autocracy  will respond to 

economic sanctions more moderately  than a weaker autocracy. However, these two theories are 

not exclusive, and both mechanisms could be working in tandem, in producing repression.

Combining the frameworks of Wintrobe and Acemoglu & Robinson, presented earlier, with the 

work of Djankov et  al “The new comparative economics” (Djankov, Glaeser, La Porta, Lopez-

de-Silanes & Shleifer. 2003), allows us to introduce a budget constraint on the regime. This 

provides us with further understanding into why repression increase, and how the two theories 

could be working together. In this work the authors claim that  institutions exert a profound 

influence on economic development. They argue that there is basic tradeoff between the costs of 

disorder and those of dictatorship. Taxing the economy of autocratic regimes leads to 

constricting the budget curve and minimizing the institutional possibility  frontier, the efficient 

solution is greater repression. One more step  is added later on in this paper. This step suggests 

that well planned sanctions, or ‘smart’ sanctions as some call it, could lead to more optimal 

results.
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Empirical Methodology

This theory is examined using a time-series cross-sectional model starting from 1950 to 2000. To 

measure repression, this paper uses data on state induced violence as classified by the Political 

Terror Scale (PTS). The use of political terror scale is not a novel idea as it  is used by many to 

gauge repression. In “Better or Worse”, Dursun Peksen (2009) uses PTS as an alternative 

dependent variable to check for the robustness of his model. In “The Effect of Economic 

Sanctions on Political Repression in Targeted States”, Julie Browne (2011) uses PTS in her 

model as the dependent variable. The independent variable of interests, sanctions, is measured by 

sanction length. The variable sanction length is used to accommodate for the hypothesis that 

longer sanctions increase repression. Additional variables that measure the costs of sanctions are 

included under the assumption that countries who suffer greater costs will be under greater 

pressure, thus, the greater the costs the greater the expected repression. These variables include 

trade linkages with senders, economic openness and the cost of sanctions as percent of GDP. The 

variable government consumptions is included because it could serve as an indicator of increased 

repression. 

Furthermore, to examine the idea that targeted sanctioning might lead to a decrease, or at the 

least to no increase in repression, a few additional variable are used. These variables will 

measure the success of sanctions, and two possible sender’s identifications, unilateral US 

sanctions, or multinational UN led sanctions.   
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Due to the nature of the dependent variables and the crucial independent variable, sanctions, a 

regression with mixed effects is most appropriate, thus the model will take the following form: 

Equation (1): 

Repression (PTS) = β0 + β1 Polity2 + β2 Sanction Length + β3 Cost GNP + β4 Cost  Per Capita + 

β5 Trade Linkage + β6 GNP Ration + β7 Population Size + β8 Openness + β9 Government 

Consumption + β10 Success + β11 US only + β12 UN led + U
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Data

To conduct the empirical analysis of the hypothesis this paper a number of data sets are used. 

The following is the list and characteristics of each data set:

1. Economic Sanctions Reconsidered, 3rd edition.2 This influential work assesses the overall 

effectiveness of sanctions. This research encompasses 204 episodes of economic sanctions, 

from the Allied blockade of Germany in World War I through the threat by  the Organization 

of American States (OAS) and the United States to impose sanctions against Ecuador in 2000 

in response to the coup against President Jamil Mahuad. For the sake of this paper sanctions 

on autocracies are examined. Examined sanctions episodes will begin from the end of WWII, 

in 1945, to fix for the extreme, and probably irrelevant, results that could result from the 

tumultuous period between and including the two wars. 

 Variables of interest in this data set include:

(i) Sender - the entity  imposing the sanction, US unilateral sanctions or multinational 

sanctions led by the UN. 

(ii) Type of sanction - a sender country tries to inflict costs on its target in three main 

ways:

• Limiting exports

• Restricting imports

• Impeding the flow of finance (commercial finance, World Bank and 

International Monetary Fund credits, and bilateral aid), including by  freezing 

or seizing target-country assets within the sender’s control. 
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(iii) Duration of Sanctions - sanction length in years. 

(iv) Economic variables:

• Cost of sanction in absolute terms, as a percentage of its gross national 

product (GNP), and in per capita terms.

• Commercial relations between sender and target countries, measured by the 

flow of two-way merchandise trade between them, expressed as a percentage 

of the target country’s total two-way trade.

• The relative economic size of the countries, measured by the ratio of the 

sender’s GNP to the target’s GNP.

2. POLITY IV PROJECT, Political Regime Characteristics and Transitions, 1800-2009.3  The 

Polity  data series is a widely used data series in political science research. Polity IV, under 

the direction of Monty  G. Marshall, contains annual information spanning the years 

1800-2004 and describes the nature of regime and authority in all independent states with 

populations greater than 500,000. Combined Polity  scores are calculated using measures of 

competitiveness and openness of executive recruitment, constraint on the chief executive 

and competitiveness and regulation of political participation for each state. These scores 

range from -10 for “institutionalized autocracy” states to +10 for “consolidated democracy”. 

The variable of interest Polity2 is a time-series version of the combined Polity score. The 

Polity2 variable will be used as both a dependent and an independent variable that will 

gauge the effect  of economic sanctions. This research will also use the authors “regime 
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change” variable, which is defined simply as a three-point change in either the polity’s 

AUTOC score and may be either a negative value change or a positive value change. 

3. Penn World Table: The Penn World Table provides purchasing power parity and national 

income accounts converted to international prices for 189 countries/territories for some or 

all of the years 1950-2009. In  this research the variables of interest include population size, 

and the following economic variables:

(i) Trade openness - Exports plus Imports divided by GDP is the total trade as a percentage 

of GDP. The export and import figures are in national currencies from the World Bank 

and United Nations data archives.

(ii) Government consumption levels - Government Consumption Share of PPP Converted 

GDP Per Capita at current prices (%)

4. Political Terror Scale: This scale measures the level of political violence and terror that a 

country  experiences in a particular year, based on a scale from 1 to 5. A score of 5 represents 

terror that has expanded to the whole population, where leaders place no limits on the means 

or thoroughness with which they pursue personal or ideological goals. A score of 1 

represents countries under secure rule of law where people are not imprisoned for their 

views and torture is rare or exceptional. The variable PTS will be used as a dependent 

variable that will gauge the effect of economic sanctions. 
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Descriptive statistics

A detailed description off all statistics is presented in the appendix; however there are a number 

of variables that require further explanation. The sample includes 114 countries and over 681 

sanction years. Since we are dealing with autocratic regimes it  is not surprising that the average 

PTS is 2.9. This means that the average regime in the sample uses extensive political 

imprisonment, executions, political murders and brutality, additionally it detention without trial 

is accepted. Similarly the average Polity score is -6.2, suggesting that the regimes in the sample 

are characterized by relatively autocratic state institutions. The median sanction is five and a half 

year, however, over a quarter of the cases are sanctions that lasted 3 years or less. Some episodes 

are large due to cold war sanctions and sanctions on specific countries. These include sanctions 

on the former Soviet Union, sanctions on Cuba, Iraq and similar cases.

As the bar chart below shows in close half the cases the US was the only country to impose the 

sanction and the US took part in roughly 75% of the sanctions imposed.  

Figure 1

0
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Sanction years by decades and sender countries

Sanction Years
US only
Multinational

Source: calculations 
based on data employed 
by this paper

This is important because if the US takes such a major role in sanctions clearly it bears the brunt 

of the moral responsibility. Thus, it is imperative for the US to understand what are the “unseen” 
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conditions it imposes on the targeted country  are. The success rate, according to Hufbauer et. al’s 

categorization, is roughly 20%. While this is lower then they  report (a third) it can be explain by 

the limited time horizon, firstly they  investigate sanctions from WWI while this paper starts at 

1970, and secondly while the focus of this paper is on autocracies, they do not limit themselves 

to specific regime status. If we would like to tell a story of the average case in this paper we 

would describe the sanction imposed by the US on Poland in 1981. The United States invoked 

economic sanctions, against Poland, immediately after the Polish leader Jaruzelski imposed 

martial law in 1981, as a response to the formation of the polish solidarity movement. In 1982 

the United States suspended “most-favored-nation” trade status and vetoed Poland's application 

for membership in the International Monetary Fund. In the following years, Warsaw repeatedly 

blamed such United States policies for Poland's economic distress. For the period 1981 to 1985, 

the Polish government claimed that United States-inspired sanctions and Western refusal to 

reschedule debts and extend additional credit had cost the Polish economy US$15 billion in 

export income and other losses. In the six years of economic sanctions Poland's PTS increased 

from 2 to 3. The following shows a simple scatter plot and fitted line of this episode, the Y axis is 

Poland’s PTS and X axis is the years of US imposed sanction. 

Figure 2 - Poland’s PTS 1980 - 1988
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As we can see, right after the sanction the PTS increases from 2.5 to 3, and while this really does 

not say much about the primary objective of this paper (primarily because in this case sanctions 

were most probably employed due to increased repression, the enactment of martial law), it is 

still worth presenting to demonstrate the relationship in later stages of the paper.  

A correlation between PTS and length of sanctions in all cases is presented below. As before PTS 

is on the Y axis, however, the X axis is sanction length in years. As we can see, the fitted line 

suggests that as sanction years increase so does the PTS. 

Figure 3 - Sanction Length & PTS

Source: calculations based 
on data employed by this 
paper
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Empirical Results

To evaluate the effects of sanctions on repression a time-series cross-sectional model of sanction 

episodes on countries between 1970-2000 is used and the unit of analysis is the country  year. As 

noted previously the dependent variable, political terror scale, classifies the level of political 

violence and terror within a country on a scale ranging from 1 to 5. Table 1 presents the results of 

the regressions using the random effects model. This model is well suited for the analysis of data 

and is preferred over a fixed effects model as the Hausman test shows (see appendix).  As the 

results show the longer the sanction the greater the expected repression. This finding is consistent 

with the theoretical framework and the literature. In “A hand upon the throat of the nation”, 

Wood (1999) uses an ordered probit regression and finds that  “economic sanctions contribute to 

increased violations of physical integrity rights” (pg.503). He also finds that multilateral UN led 

sanctions have a greater effect on repression than US unilateral sanctions, similar to the findings 

presented in table two. In “Innocent Bystanders”, Major & McGann  (2005) examine case studies 

and find that unless “smart sanctions”, i.e. those that target the right group within the sanctioned 

country, are employed, the innocent will be hurt. This suggests that the standard blanket  country 

sanction will increase the suffering of those most in need of protection. Julie Browne (2011) of 

NYU employs maximum likelihood estimation of an ordered logit model and finds similar 

results, sanctions increase repression. 

Table 1 & 2 on the following pages present the results derived from equation (1).

 Column (1) presents the results of the simple regression of the dependent variable political terror 

scale (PTS) on the independent variable LENGTH, which measures the length of a sanction in 
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TABLE 1 (1) PTS (2) PTS (3) PTS (4) PTS

Sanction Length 0.035***
(0.0044)

0.036***
(0.0044)

0.035***
(0.005)

0.035***
(0.005)

Polity2 score 0.0537***
(0.0137)

0.0353***
0.0147

0.0357***
(0.014)

Sanction type 0.050
(0.0365)

0.0334
(0.0382)

0.033
(0.038)

Cost GNP 0.00731
(0.00539)

0.00732
(0.00549)

GNP ratio -1.06E-06
(5.45E-06)

-8.98E-07
(5.45E-07)

Population -1.18E-08
(1.46E-07)

-1.23E-08
(1.46E-07)

Government 
consumption 0.005

(0.004)
0.005
(0.004)

Trade Linkage 0.0054***
(0.0015)

0.005***
(0.001)

Openness -0.001
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

Regime change -0.033
(0.092)

Constant 3.131*** 3.311*** 3.089*** 3.09***

Time fixed effects ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Wald chi2 62.75 88.45 108.5 125.37

R-sq 0.0818 0.1 0.14 0.17

N 681 681 610 466

Sources:

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                                                                                                                                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, 
and State Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                   
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                      
4. Political Terror Scale  

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                                                                                                                                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, 
and State Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                   
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                      
4. Political Terror Scale  

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                                                                                                                                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, 
and State Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                   
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                      
4. Political Terror Scale  

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                                                                                                                                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, 
and State Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                   
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                      
4. Political Terror Scale  

Notes: 

Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed 
effects.

Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed 
effects.

Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed 
effects.

Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed 
effects.



years. As expected sanction length increases terror score, meaning that the longer the sanction 

the greater repressive measures are employed by the regime. Specifically, this suggests that a 

sanctioned autocracy is 3.5% more likely to employ greater repression (as it  is captured by the 

PTS) with every year that a sanction is imposed. Column (2) includes the variables Polity2 and 

sanction type. As we can see sanction length has the same effect. Polity2 is also significant and 

suggests that when the score is higher, i.e. a country is less institutionally  autocratic, there is an 

increase in repression. While this seems counterintuitive it complies with the theory. This is 

because the less a country’s institutions are autocratic, the greater the fear of dissent, suggesting 

that greater repression will be employed to protect from dissent. Sanction type does not influence 

the level of repression. This too is consistent with the findings of Hufbauer et  al. that  sanction 

type does not seem to influence success. However, this sanction type classification is not 

sensitive to the variety of modern financial constraints, such as the ones exhibited in the recent 

sanctions imposed on Iran. 

Column (3) adds control variables, such as population size, and variables that  measure the 

economic effect of sanctions. Here too Length and Polity2 are significant. The variable 

measuring trade linkages is also statistically significant. This follows the theory; the greater the 

trade linkages between the sender and the targeted country, the greater increase in repression 

should be expected when sanctions are used. This is because if two countries engage in trade 

with each other, the economic cost of a sanction would increase, the greater the trade 

interconnectedness of the sender and targeted countries, the greater the economic cost of a 

sanction.
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Column (4) adds variables for regime change as measured by polity2. As we can see this does 

not change the results. 

It is interesting to note that when running a logit regression where regime change is the 

dependent variable, sanctions are negatively  correlated with regime change. This alludes to the 

fact that sanctions might play a role in influencing regime change towards greater autocratic 

establishment, thus achieving the opposite of most announced sanction objectives. 

Additionally, when using polity2 as the dependent variable, and an additional control variable for 

the persistence of polity2 (l.polity2), all the variables are all statistically insignificant, this does 

not mean the theory should be rejected. Polity2 is a highly persistent  variable, suggesting that 

previous years score are the main driving force behind current year scores. This is widely known 

problem with the Polity iv index, as mentioned most by Gerardo L. Munck and Jay Verkuilen in 

“Conceptualizing and Measuring Democracy: Evaluating Alternative Indices”, and by

Shawn Treier and SimonJackman in “Democracy as a Latent Variable”. This means that it is very 

hard to show statistical significance without ignoring this lag effect. However, this finding is 

presented as a robustness measure. Sanction length is negatively correlated with polity2 score, 

which alludes to the viability of the theory that economic sanctions increase repression, or in this 

case lower the polity2 score. 

To further delve into the significance of sanctions on repression additional regressions are run 

controlling for sender countries and the success of a sanction in achieving its policy  objectives. 

These results are reported in table 2. Adding variables for success and sender countries as 
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measured by  Hufbauer et al, allows us to enhance our understanding to the driving force behind 

increased repression.

TABLE 2 (1) PTS (2) PTS (3) PTS (4) PTS (5) PTS (6) PTS

Sanction 
Success -0.504***

(0.107)
-0.499***
(0.105)

-0.494***
(0.111)

-0.525***
(0.111)

UN sanctions 0.499***
(0.093)

0.614*** 
(0.103)

0.465***
(0.115)

0.561*** 
(0.124)

US only -0.289***
(0.105)

0.074
0.111 -0.201✡  (0.124)

Sources: 

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, and State 
Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                                
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                           
4. Political Terror Scale  

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, and State 
Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                                
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                           
4. Political Terror Scale  

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, and State 
Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                                
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                           
4. Political Terror Scale  

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, and State 
Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                                
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                           
4. Political Terror Scale  

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, and State 
Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                                
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                           
4. Political Terror Scale  

1. Gary Clyde Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Ann Elliott & Barbara Oegg, “Economic 
Sanctions Reconsidered”, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Nov. 2007.                      
2. Monty G. Marshall & Benjamin R. Cole, “Global Report 2009 - Conflict, Governance, and State 
Fragility”,Center for Systemic Peace, Dec. 2009                                                                                
3. Penn World Tables                                                                                                                           
4. Political Terror Scale  

Notes: 

The regression results are reported without the control variables: Polity2, Sanction type, cost GNP, 
GNP ratio, Population, Government consumption, Trade linkage, Openness & Regime change.           
Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed effects.        
✡ the coefficient is significant at the %10.2 level 

The regression results are reported without the control variables: Polity2, Sanction type, cost GNP, 
GNP ratio, Population, Government consumption, Trade linkage, Openness & Regime change.           
Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed effects.        
✡ the coefficient is significant at the %10.2 level 

The regression results are reported without the control variables: Polity2, Sanction type, cost GNP, 
GNP ratio, Population, Government consumption, Trade linkage, Openness & Regime change.           
Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed effects.        
✡ the coefficient is significant at the %10.2 level 

The regression results are reported without the control variables: Polity2, Sanction type, cost GNP, 
GNP ratio, Population, Government consumption, Trade linkage, Openness & Regime change.           
Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed effects.        
✡ the coefficient is significant at the %10.2 level 

The regression results are reported without the control variables: Polity2, Sanction type, cost GNP, 
GNP ratio, Population, Government consumption, Trade linkage, Openness & Regime change.           
Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed effects.        
✡ the coefficient is significant at the %10.2 level 

The regression results are reported without the control variables: Polity2, Sanction type, cost GNP, 
GNP ratio, Population, Government consumption, Trade linkage, Openness & Regime change.           
Robust standard errors in parenthesis                                                                                               
*** Significant at 1%, ** at 5%, * at 10%.                                                                                   
Authors own calculations. Estimation technique -  OLS random effects with time fixed effects.        
✡ the coefficient is significant at the %10.2 level 

The results show that if the sanctions are multinational and led by the UN they increase 

repression, while if sanctions are unilateral, and only  employed by  the US, repression actually 

decreases. This finding might be explained by Major & McGann (2005) theory that “smart 

sanctions” will achieve greater results and not hurt the “innocent bystanders”. We can use their 

theory  to suggest that multinational sanctions are less likely to be tailored to specific objectives. 

This is must probably  because of the need to harness the support of multiple states. On the other 

hand, sanctions employed by just one actor, the US, can be specific or “smart” as the authors call 

it. Thus, unilateral sanctions are more likely to target  specific targets and subsequently lead to 

less repression. Adding the variable success leads US unilateral cases to be insignificant, but very 
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close to the 10% level threshold. This is most probably because success rates capture this effect. 

Table 2 suggests that the ‘targeted sanction’, employed by one actor and with greater chances to 

succeed, will lead to lower repression then sweeping multinational sanctions.  

According to the theoretical model the driving force behind greater repression is the budget 

constraint, the results suggest that when the budget constraint is a tough one the expected 

repression is higher than if it is ‘merely’ a soft constraint. When sanctions are successful the 

expected repression is lower then when sanctions fail to meet there objectives. Weiss (1999) 

states that “In theory, political authorities can craft sanctions that apply pressure on wrongdoers 

and do not unduly  and adversely  affect civilian populations or weaken opposition movements”. 

This suggests that when ‘smart sanctions’ are employed they  are, on the one hand, targeted at the 

right group and on the other, lead to softer budget constraint. Smarter sanctions, according to 

Weiss (1999) and Lopez & Cortright (2007), primarily utilize financial constraints on the target 

county. These include freezing foreign assets, withholding credits and loans, prohibiting 

investments, etc. As mentioned, tailoring smarter sanction is probably easier when the sending 

country  is one entity, in the cases examined here the US, as opposed to a multinational sanction. 

This manifests itself in limited repression when compared to multinational sanctions. In this 

case, multinational sanctions limit the maneuverability  of the regime and thus lead to greater 

repression. 

Revisiting the theoretical framework suggest that smart sanctions would constrict the budget line 

without increasing the possibility  of. This would mean that the autocracy would have no choice 

to move to a lower utility curve, and to a solution that would not necessarily increase repression.
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Conclusion

Gauging the real impact that economic sanctions have on repression in autocratic regimes is 

crucial for policy makers. In this paper a random effects regression model is applied to obtain 

this impact. This application finds that  economic sanctions increase repression, specifically  that a 

sanctioned autocracy is 3.5% more likely to employ greater repression (as it  is captured by the 

PTS) with every year the sanction is imposed. 

However, this does not always have to come to fruition. If sanctions are well tailored to target the 

specific group of interest, repression will not necessarily increase. This notion challenges policy 

makers to design sanctions that will reduce the adverse consequences to the population at large.  

Seeing that  the majority  of sanctions not only lack specificity but are also doomed to fail in most 

cases, one must ask whether inflicting increased suffering on a population, even if this is an 

unintended but expected outcome, is a cost that the sender country  is willing to inflict. 

Furthermore, the results suggest that the cost may  not only  outweigh the benefit, but that they 

might be counter productive when the sanction goal is democracy promotion. 

This paper does not and cannot measure the different channels of influence, which will be 

decisive for the outcome of the sanctions. In particular an understanding into how sanctions work 

their way through the domestic economic and political system is not presented. Only the 

observable outcome, repression, is examined. This is so because every sanction is distinctly 

different because goals very  from case to case and conditions change across time and place. 

Policy  must adjust itself according to conditions on the ground. This, however, does not  weaken 

the conclusion drawn here, it actually emphasizes it. A one size fits all sanction regime will 

probably  not lead to achieving sanction goals and increase repression. The need to tailor 
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sanctions according to the specific conditions and employing financial constraints rather then 

limiting trade will most probably  go a long way in preventing repression as well in improving the 

odds of success.  

To further increase the robustness on these findings a micro level research that aims at gauging 

the mechanistic operations of autocracies is needed. This research should focus on the impact of 

financial vs. trade constraints. Understanding the impact of varying imposed economic shocks 

will go a long way in advancing prescribing the hallmarks of smart sanctions. 
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Appendix A - Variable list

Variable Name Description Source

ccode Country # code COW - correlates of war

scode Country abbreviation name COW - correlates of war

year Current year PolityIV

stype Type of sanction, import/export/financial Economic Sanctions Reconsidered

firstyearh Year when sanction began Economic Sanctions Reconsidered

lastyeari Year when sanction ended Economic Sanctions Reconsidered

length Length of sanction in years Economic Sanctions Reconsidered

costgnp Cost of sanction in absolute terms, as a 
percentage of its gross national product 
(GNP)

Economic Sanctions Reconsidered

costpc Cost of sanction in absolute terms, as 
change in per capita GNP 

Economic Sanctions Reconsidered

trade Commercial relations between sender and 
target countries, measured by the flow of 
two-way merchandise trade between them, 
expressed as a percentage of the target 
country’s total two-way trade.

Economic Sanctions Reconsidered

gnpratio The relative economic size of the 
countries, measured by the ratio of the 
sender’s GNP to the target’s GNP

Economic Sanctions Reconsidered

polity Combined polity score PolityIV
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Variable Name Description Source

polity2 A time-series version of the combined 
Polity score

PolityIV

pop Population size of targeted country Penn World Table

open Trade openness measured as (IM+EX)/
GDP

Penn World Table

cg Government Consumption Share of PPP 
Converted GDP Per Capita at current 
prices (%)

Penn World Table

PTS Political Terror Scale Political Terror Scale

UN sanctions Dummy for multinational sanction regime 
led by the UN

US only Dummy for Unilateral sanctions led by the 
US

Regime change Regime change, as measured by a Polity2 
score change by at least 3 points 

success Sanction success as measured Hufbauer et 
al, according to fulfillment of sender 
policy objectives
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Appendix B - Descriptive statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max Obs.

pts      2.950943   .9395423          1         5 N =    1590

polity2        -6.240881    2.57777        -10          0 N =    1590

length   8.546256   7.226055          1 29 N =     681

stype                  2.36417   .8859074          1 3 N =     681

costgnp 3.180513   7.671565       -6.3 54 N =     668

gnpratio 2897.95    8110.28          2 50869 N =     681

trade             31.71452   28.86098          0 100 N =     678

uscasee .7591777   .4278969          0 1 N =     681

usonly   .4331865   .4958801 0 1 N =     681

success  .2140288   .4105162          0 1 N =     556
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Appendix C - Hausman test                     

(b) Fixed (B) Random (b-B) Difference S.E.

Polity2 .0137833     .0179612       -.0041779        .0055491

Length .0163061     .0163532       -.0000471        .0015867

stype .0202726     .0139433        .0063293        .0093579

costgnp .0128648     .0132135       -.0003486 .0013792

gnpratio -9.70e-06    -7.93e-06       -1.77e-06        1.23e-06

pop -1.48e-07    -1.48e-07       -5.81e-10        3.17e-08

cg .0073961     .0068131         .000583        .0011665

trade .0056695     .0054158        .0002537        .0003392

open .0022659     .0019896        .0002763        .0003804

uscasee .5602005 .5610505         -.00085        .0365931

usonly -.1743727    -.2010851    .0267124 .0698616

regchange  -.1129977    -.1351165        .0221188        .0237636

success -.5366981    -.5257287       -.0109694        .0234145

Notes

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic
Chi2(11)   = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)
                 =        3.29
Prob>chi2 =      0.9862

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic
Chi2(11)   = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)
                 =        3.29
Prob>chi2 =      0.9862

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic
Chi2(11)   = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)
                 =        3.29
Prob>chi2 =      0.9862

b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic
Chi2(11)   = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)
                 =        3.29
Prob>chi2 =      0.9862
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